ACCELERATED PROGRAMS

College of Arts and Sciences

Anthropology BA/MA (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/anthropology-ba/)
Art BA/Art History MA (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/art-ba/art-history-ma)
Biology BA/MS (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/biology-bs/)
Biology BS/MS (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/biology-bs/)
Criminal Justice BS/MS (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/criminal-justice-bs/)
Geography, Applied BS/MS (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/applied-geography-bs/)
History BA/MA (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/history-ba/)
Humanities BA/MA (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/humanities-ba/)
Mathematics BA/MA (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/mathematics-bs/)
Mathematics BS/MA (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/mathematics-bs/)
Neuroscience BS/Experimental Psychology MS (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/neuroscience-bs/)
Physics BS/MS (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/physics-bs/)
Philosophy BA/Applied Philosophy (MA) (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/philosophy-bs/)
Political Science BA/MA (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/political-science-bs/)
Political Science BS/MA (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/political-science-bs/)
Psychology BS/Experimental Psychology MS (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/psychology-bs/)
Spanish BA/MA (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/spanish-bs/)
Sustainability BA/MA Interdisciplinary Studies: Sustainability (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/sustainability-bs/)
Sustainability BA/Master of Urban Planning (MUP) (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/sustainability-bs/)
Urban Studies BS/Master of Urban Planning (MUP) (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/urban-studies-bs/)
Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies BA/MA (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/womens-gender-studies-bs/)

J.B. Speed School of Engineering

Industrial Engineering BS/MSIE (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/industrial-engineering-bs/)
Industrial Engineering BS/MEEMO (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/industrial-engineering-bs/)

School of Public Health and Information Sciences

Public Health BA/MPH (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/public-health-bs/#acceleratedbampinhpublichealthtext)
Public Health BA/MPH for non-majors (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/public-health-bs/#newitemtext)
Public Health BS/MPH (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/public-health-bs/#acceleratedbsmpinhpublichealthtext)
Public Health BS/MPH for non-majors (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/public-health-bs/#acceleratedbsmpinhpublichealthfornonmajorstext)

3+3 Accelerated Law programs

Business Economics with 3+3 Track to Law (BS) (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/economics-3-plus-3-track-bs/)
Criminal Justice with a 3+3 Track to Law (BS) (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/criminal-justice-3-track-bs/)
Economics with 3+3 Track to Law (BA) (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/economics-3-plus-3-track-ba/)
History with 3+3 Track to Law (BA) (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/history-3-plus-3-track-ba/)
Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies with a 3+3 Track to Law (BA) (http://catalog.louisville.edu/undergraduate/majors/womens-gender-studies-3-plus-3-track-ba/)